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Network and system
security compliance products

In this Clear Choice Test, we examined
products designed to help evaluate system
configurations against predefined security
and privacy policies, provide reports detail-
ing compliance levels and identified issues,
and assist in remediating issues that could
result in penalties for noncompliance.

Altiris, Configuresoft, Elemental Security,
NetIQ (acquired by AttachMateWRQ during
the course of the test), New Boundary and
Symantec agreed to participate.We also took
a closer look at how Preventsys’Security Risk
Management System helps provide a more
aggregated view of policy compliance across
multiple products (see sidebar, page 5).
Preventsys was purchased by McAfee last
week. IBM,TriSixty,Polivec,Ecora and Cambia
declined to be tested.

The good news is that strong options
abound in this class of products, with five of
the six tested earning an overall rating of at
least four out of five possible points.

NetIQ’s Vulnerability Manager came out on
top as the most well-rounded product.While it
did not stand out in any individual area,it per-
formed solidly across the board in policy
management, reporting, compliance checks,
configuration and remediation.

Symantec’s Enterprise Security Manager
(ESM) (combined with agentless technology
it picked up recently with its purchase of
Bindview) placed a very close second, stand-
ing out for its reporting and remediation infor-
mation components,but losing a bit of ground
on ease of use for policy-development.
Configuresoft’s Enterprise Configuration

Manager (ECM) earned kudos for being the
most intuitive product tested, though how it
describes identified compliance issues could
be improved.

Elemental Security,the new kid on the block,
earned high marks for its Elemental Security
Platform device-discovery and remediation-
action options,which are based on the packet
filter embedded in its agent software.
Elemental may be an even stronger contender
once its reporting functionality and flexibility
match the rest of its technology innovation.

Altiris’s SecurityExpressions excelled in its
flexibility in defining policy checks and
remediation actions.New Boundary does not
contain all the features required for a large
enterprise with its Policy Commander prod-
uct, but it would be a great choice for the
small-and-midsize-business deployment that
requires a Windows-focused, continuous
enforcement product.

NetIQ
NetIQ’s Vulnerability Manager is an agent-

based product. Data is collected in the cen-
tral Microsoft SQL Server database and
accessed by administrators through a con-
sole application. A Web-based interface is
available for viewing reports.

We installed Vulnerability Manager and
deployed Unix and Windows agents across
our test network,a process handled easily via
a console wizard. NetIQ also supports proxy
functionality, where an agent on one server
connects to other servers to collect data.The
agent then reports to the central server, help-
ing cut down on network traffic and open
firewall ports required in the communica-
tions path.

Policies are defined by creating security
checks and grouping them into compliance

NetIQ suite tops test of
security compliance wares
BY MANDY ANDRESS, NETWORK WORLD LAB ALLIANCE

With the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability

Act and Sarbanes-Oxley and Gramm-Leach-Bliley legislation

becoming common terms, mandated security and privacy

measures are now part of everyday IT life.With that reality, IT

security professionals need tools in their repertoire that help

them prove their environments comply with these standards

when auditors come knocking on the door.
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templates. NetIQ includes the standard regu-
latory (for example, HIPAA and Sarbanes-
Oxley) and organizational (such as the
National Institute of Standards and
Technology) templates, but it’s also possible
to create policies from scratch, a straightfor-
ward process in general that could use a little
more documentation to be completely
smooth. Our tests showed that once a policy
is defined, policy checks run directly against
the system complete very quickly.

NetIQ stands out among its competitors in
that after users run many compliance
checks, they can look at the list of available
reports and easily identify which report they
want to view.The list includes detailed infor-
mation about each report, such as name,
description,and date completed.To run delta
reports, you choose two reports of the same
type and select its “run delta”option.

To stay up-to-date on checks that change
frequently,NetIQ includes saved lists for more
automatic baseline rule checks. This feature
is helpful for checking a list of services that
should be running or packages that should
be installed on a given set of machines.

Access control — the ability to limit
users to specific actions or systems moni-
tored by the product — is very detailed,
definable down to specific tasks for oper-
ating system type.

Another notable difference with this NetIQ
product is that it plugs into the TruSecure
(now part of Cisco) vulnerability alerting
feed.Vulnerability Manager uses this informa-
tion about possible exploits to create corre-
sponding compliance checks across the net-
work. Vulnerability information is refreshed
through scheduled updates with the NetIQ
AutoSync service, the same method through
which policy templates are refreshed. Only
the Symantec and NetIQ products have
autoupdate functions.

NetIQ includes an audit trail of system
activities within its administrator console,but
shows limited information. Users will see a
new user account was added and by whom,
but they don’t know which account it is, for
example. NetIQ support informed us that all
detailed data resides in the database and
could be queried if needed.

Autoremediation is available,but very limit-
ed. NetIQ executives say the company focus-
es on helping organizations maintain separa-
tion of duties and will integrate with partners
for remediation activity.

Symantec
Symantec ESM comprises all required

enterprise compliance components, excels
in reporting and issue description, but is not
easy to use.

ESM consists of a central SQL Server data-
base, a manager software component that
controls communication with agents, an
administration console and server agents.

With Symantec’s recent acquisition of
Bindview and its flagship bv-Control prod-
ucts (renamed by Symantec as the Control
Compliance Suite [CCS]), ESM will be pick-
ing up agentless capabilities in a release this
summer. In that new release CCS responses
will report in to the ESM console.For this test,
we evaluated ESS and CCS as separate
pieces, which contributed to our perception
of its overall ease of use.

For agent deployment, standard enterprise
deployment tools such as Microsoft’s SMS are
recommended. Individual agents can be
deployed from like operating system man-
agers, meaning that Windows agents can be
deployed only from a manager running on a
Windows system,or Linux agents only from a
manager running on a Linux system.
Discovery runs can be scheduled from with-
in the ESM console to identify systems on the
network not currently equipped with the
ESM agent.

ESM policy creation is confusing, even if
you are already accustomed to Symantec
products. Policies consist of modules, within
which are checks — specific parameters
assessed for compliance — that are based on

How we did it

New Boundary and Elemental provided preconfigured
servers running their management components. We
installed the management components of all the other

products on Windows 2003 servers with 3-GHz processors and
1GB RAM.We used VMware Workstation to support multiple prod-
ucts on the same server.

We first tested agent deployment and the products’ ability to
connect to hosts with agentless technology.We had a test bed of
10 hosts,comprising Windows XP,2003,2000,Linux and Solaris.We
ran discovery scans to identify systems not running the necessary
agent and deployed agents using the product console, if possible.

We reviewed out-of-the-box compliance policies for the regula-
tory standards and best-practice configuration guidelines of the
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act, Gramm-
Leach-Bliley legislation, and the National Institute of Standards
and Technology.We launched scans of our test systems with some
of the default policies and reviewed the results.

We then tested the products’ ability to customize default tem-
plates and configure custom checks.We created checks to ensure

Sophos Anti-Virus and the Windows firewall were running and
Google Desktop’s search-across-computers feature was not
enabled. We checked Windows patch compliance, values in sev-
eral registry keys, password settings and user account status on
Windows 2003. For the Linux and Solaris systems, we evaluated
several configuration checks and installed patches.

To assess the products’ access-control features, we created sever-
al users with different permissions.We also attempted to create a
user who could view only reports, ideally through a Web interface.

When issues were identified during compliance checks, we
read through the resulting report to see what information was pro-
vided on the identified issue and how to correct it.We then test-
ed the products’ autoremediation functionality.

For reporting, we looked for the products’ ability to export
reports into multiple formats and autodeliver to a defined e-mail
address after a scheduled policy check.We attempted to create a
delta report showing the specific changes made to a system over
a period of time. We also looked for a product audit trail that
showed which users performed what actions within the system.
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templates defining such features as registry
and service checks. We walked through this
process with a Symantec representative in
the initial configuration, but were unable to
replicate the process easily when we created
additional checks for the test. Additionally,
compliance checks took the longest to run of
any product we tested.

ESM’s reporting is the best of the bunch
tested — even the delta reports were very
valuable. However, the reports are available
only in HTML and have no customization
options. To resolve this issue, Symantec
worked with Cognos (a company specializ-
ing in data analysis and reporting) to devel-
op ESM Enterprise Reporting, a separate
component included with the purchase of
ESM.This add-on makes it possible to create
fully customizable reports and save them in
a multitude of formats.

Access control is detailed and can be
defined down to specific checks that can be
run by authorized administrators within spe-
cific domains.

Symantec’s DeepSight vulnerability-alert
content is bundled with ESM; it provides
detailed information on security issues and
how they should be addressed within the net-
work, but offers minimal autoremediation
capabilities.This information is the best of all
the products we tested.

As noted above, Symantec and NetIQ are
the only vendors offering automated policy
and configuration updates. In Symantec’s
case, the updates are pushed out via its
LiveUpdate infrastructure.

Configuresoft
The compliance functionality offered by

Configuresoft is a freely available module for
its ECM platform.Overall,ECM was the easiest
to use. We had some early problems finding
Linux systems and running initial system
data collection, but customer support was
responsive, and after we received a software
update, everything worked fine.

ECM consists of a Web server, agent soft-
ware, collector software that gathers the
data from the agents and puts it in the data-
base, a SQL Server database, and a browser-
based console.

Policies are managed within the adminis-
trator console and are set up easily with the
wizard. We configured a check for Sophos
Anti-Virus in just a few minutes.

Out of the box, ECM has eight roles for lim-

iting access to collected information, but it
provides a very high level of detail to create
custom roles, down to individual compo-
nents, within the console. Access control is
integrated with Microsoft Active Directory, so
you don’t need to worry about managing a
separate infrastructure.

Configuresoft’s agent software is unique in
that it does not run as a service on the client
system.This agent is a Dynamic Link Library
that activates when it needs to perform a data
collection or system analysis. The agent ini-
tially collects full system data, but subse-
quent runs can include just the deltas.

All system data is stored in the database
and compliance reports are run off that data.
This process helps speed up reporting, but it
also introduces a lag in the information pro-
vided. To get up-to-the-minute compliance
views,a data collection action would need to
execute and update the database before any
system configuration changes were seen in
reports.

ECM audit logs were very good, one of the
more complete and easily accessible fea-
tures tested.We could see what actions were
performed and identify the users who per-
formed them.

Remediation options are somewhat limited.
If a check is enforceable — a Configuresoft
term meaning it can be fixed automatically
— administrators can make the change on
the system. They also can roll back any
changes that cause a problem.Rollback func-
tionality is not available at all times,however;
it depends on the specific change and the
operating system involved.

One area where ECM lags is the level of
detail it serves up on pinpointed compliance
issues. ECM will tell you a system is out of
compliance as a result of one of its checks,
but provides minimal detail on why the
check failed or what steps can be taken to
remediate the issue.

Elemental Security
Elemental offers some very interesting tech-

nology, some of which — network access
control and inventory management — fell
outside the scope of this test.

The Elemental Security Platform is an
agent-based product.The company provided
us a prebuilt management and database
server, which we configured for our test net-
work and started installing agents on our test
systems. Agents cannot be installed directly

through the Elemental platform, but should
be deployed through standard enterprise dis-
tribution technologies.One key feature about
the Elemental agent is that it includes a pack-
et filter, which provides interesting options at
remediation time.Additionally, the Elemental
product continuously monitors all systems
for compliance, not relying on scheduled
scans or collection times.

Elemental excels at finding hosts on the
network.This is one of the core components
of the technology and is far better at it than
the other products we tested. Elemental uses
the community of deployed agents to assist
with this process. All systems an agent com-
municates with are tracked by the Elemental
database, and then the product can identify
which of those systems are already running
the agent software. Instead of relying on
domain lists or periodic sweeps of the net-
work, Elemental identifies systems based on
whether other systems on the network are
communicating with them.

Another interesting feature is the concept
of dynamic groups. With Elemental, you can
define specific criteria for group member-
ship. If a system meets the criteria, it will
become a member automatically and then
be subject to any policies required by that
group.This can help ease administrative bur-
dens for group membership and provide
greater flexibility than the static groupings
used by most other products.

Elemental includes standard regulatory
and guideline policies out of the box.

Elemental provides policies, which are
updated through Fuel Packs — XML files
manually imported into the system. Further,
compliance policies are created through
Elemental’s Web-based administration con-
sole by defining rules and grouping them
into policies. To create custom rules,
Elemental uses Fuel, a Python-like language
providing a lot of flexibility.

The product’s report functionality is very
strong in displaying trend information over
any period of time, but it does not provide
the ability for specific delta reports or to
show easily what specific changes were
made to a system over a given period.
According to an Elemental spokesman,
this functionality will be included in a
future release scheduled to be available by
mid-June.

One area where we’d like to see improve-
ment is how query results are displayed to
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NetIQ
Vulnerability Manager
NetIQ www.netiq.com

$35 per Windows workstation;
$350 per Unix workstation;
$1,200 per server; $2,500 per
console.

Strong policy management,
compliance checks,
administration and remediation;
excellent reports.

Creating custom security
checks could be more intuitive.

4.45

Product

Vendor

Price

Pros

Cons

Score

Enterprise Security Manager
and Control Compliance Suite
Symantec
www.symantec.com

$35 per user machine and $1,000
per server for Control
Compliance Suite; $100 per
desktop agent, $1,200 per server
agent and $2,000 per
management station for
Enterprise Security Manager.

Customizable reporting system;
detailed security content avail-
able through integration of
Symantec DeepSight vulnera-
bility reporting service.

Compliance checks took the
longest to run; custom-policy
development process is
confusing.

4.4

Elemental Security Platform
Elemental
www.elementalsecurity.com

Starts at $60 per desktop agent;
$600 for server agents; and
$35,000 for the ESP server.

Very effective host identification
technology; packet filter in the
agent allows for unique
remediation options.

Reporting could be improved;
rule development with Fuel
Python-based language may
require new skills.

4.23

Scoring Key: 5: Exceptional; 4: Very good; 3: Average; 2: Below average; 1: Subpar or not available

Reporting and alerting 25%

Policy management 25%

Compliance checks 20%

System config/administration 20%

Remediation 10%

Total score

The Breakdown NetIQ

4.5

4.5

5

4

4

4.45

NetResults
Enterprise Configuration
Manager
Configuresoft
www.configuresoft.com

$40 per Windows or Linux
workstation; $99 per Windows
server; $995 per Linux server;
$1,500 per Unix server.

Offers a high level of detailed
access control; very intuitive
and easy to use.

Data could be stale depending
on frequency of collections;
offers only limited information
on identified compliance issues.

4.33

Product

Vendor

Price

Pros

Cons

Score

SecurityExpressions
Altiris
www.altiris.com

$39 per desktop or laptop and
$895 per server.

Extreme flexibility allowed when
setting up policy checks; agent
or agentless connections offer
same level of functionality.

Scan runs can be difficult to
differentiate; lacks detailed
access control.

4.1

Policy Commander
New Boundary Technologies
www.newboundary.com

Starts at $27.50 per workstation
and $495 per server.

Offers continuous compliance
enforcement even when the
system is offline.

Supports only Windows systems;
offers no detailed access control;
lacks detailed reporting options.

2.75

Symantec

4.5

4.5

5

3.5

4.5

4.4

Configuresoft

4.5

4

5

4.5

3

4.33

Elemental

4.5

4

5

3.5

4

4.23

Altiris

4

4

5

3.5

4

4.1

New Boundary

1.5

3.5

4

2

3

2.75
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the administrator. Looking at the Web inter-
face, the user sees a full page of query
options and data selections. Once every-
thing is selected and the report is run, the
results are displayed just in a table at the bot-
tom of the page, and it’s necessary to scroll
down to see them.We would like to see the
results displayed at the top of the page or in
a separate window.

Access control to all components of the
product and the data they yield is configured
by a host group, providing users with read or
edit capability.This is not as detailed as in the
Symantec, NetIQ and Configuresoft products
tested. Elemental does have the best admin-
istrative audit trail of the products tested,
however, which shows specific detail for
changes to policies and hosts.

Elemental provides minimal information
on how identified issues should be remediat-
ed. Administrators can add content, but we
feel Elemental should add this information in
the policies they provide.

Autoremediation can be enforced through
a global setting.With the packet filter residing
in the agent software, remediation can be
combined with some degree of network

access control or trust boundaries.For exam-
ple,if a system does not meet a specific set of
stringent security requirements, it could be
prohibited from accessing the network
where the human resources system resides.

Altiris
Altiris (formerly Pedestal Software) has a

unique approach to client system connectiv-
ity. Altiris’s SecurityExpressions is the only
product tested that provides full policy-check
functionality regardless of whether the client
connection is agent-based or agentless.
Administrators even don’t know which type
of connection the system is using when run-
ning a check once the host is configured in
the system.

Users also can run a distributed proxy,
which has one Altiris agent serving as the
communication point to the primary serv-
er for a number of other servers. This can
help cut down on the amount of network
traffic or number of firewall ports that
need to be open.

The standard regulatory and guideline poli-
cies are offered out of the box, as with the
other products tested.

Altiris provides the most flexibility in devel-
oping policy checks and remediation
options: If you can script it, you can check it.
During our testing, we created scripts to run
on the system, making it out of compliance.
The outcome of the script was inconsequen-
tial to compliance, but the ability to execute
the action was simple and flexible.

Access control is limited and does not pro-
vide much detail. Some level of access con-
trol is available on a page-by-page basis, but
this is difficult to administer and not easy to
implement in most organizations based on
standard support structures.

The user interface is easy to use once the
user understands how it works.The one nec-
essary improvement would be the ability to
understand what scan was run at what time.
Right now,the user sees just a date/time stamp
with no indication of which policy check was
run or what systems were analyzed.

Policies comprise rules, which are then
bundled into rule groups, which are further
combined to form compliance templates.
Creation of both of our test policies was ulti-
mately successful, but the process was not
very intuitive.

Preventsys offers twist on compliance
Collecting bits of compliance data from disparate products is

the problem Preventsys’ Security Risk Management System

addresses. Preventsys was purchased by McAfee last week

(see www.nwdocfinder.com/3831).

This product doesn’t do its own data gathering — the reason we

couldn’t include it in our comparative test — but takes the results

from multiple sources, such as Configuresoft Enterprise

Configuration Manager, Qualys QualysGuard, open source

Nessus-based scanners and a host of other assessment scanners,

compliance tools and configuration products. 

Out of the box, Preventsys supports commercial applications

such as McAfee, nCircle, ISS and Application Security. A soft-

ware developers kit is available from Preventsys to integrate with

other products. 

The results of these compliance scans are then pulled into the

Preventsys system, correlated and evaluated against defined poli-

cies to provide an aggregated view of enterprise compliance. 

Preventsys includes a unique feature called a policy lab, which

lets users import their own company policies or configuration

guidelines into the system, even the exact policy document, if nec-

essary. 

The Preventsys product pits a user’s policy against the compli-

ance database; the result is an aggregated risk score and a priori-

tized list of issues to remediate. Preventsys includes a ticket sys-

tem to assign and track remediation tasks. As an alternative, it

can integrate with enterprise ticketing systems, such as BMC

Software’s Remedy, to track the resolution of identified issues.

At the moment, Preventsys is unique in its approach, but NetIQ

is moving in the same direction. It has developed the Risk and

Compliance Center, a separate product that integrates with the

NetIQ Vulnerability Manager to provide reports and dashboards on

compliance that are more executive-level. NetIQ may begin to sup-

port data from other sources in the future, says a company

spokesman. We also see several other companies in the wings

with similar products. Network World will be performing a com-

parative test with these products later in the year. 

Enterprise compliance needs to be viewed holistically. The com-

pliance products we tested can help with system configuration

but should not be viewed as the only compliance solution. Enter

Preventsys, which provides a fairly holistic picture of compliance

within an enterprise network. 

— Mandy Andress
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Policy files can be encrypted to prevent
unauthorized modification. Policy files are
updated by downloading new files from the
Altiris support Web site.Running policy scans
against target systems is very quick, taking
just a few minutes and resulting in a list of
OK/Not OK machines, from which issues can
be identified quickly. Users can view results
to date while a scan is in progress,which also
is unique.

Specific delta reports are not available, but
the Altiris trend report provides not only
trend graphs, but specific details of what
changed. This satisfies the requirements of
the delta test here.Most of the other products
contained trend reports,but they just showed
a high-level increase or decrease in compli-
ance and did not include any specifics on
the changes that occurred to change the
compliance level.

With Altiris, remediation and policy checks
are similar because you can script them all.
Autoremediation is available, and remedia-
tion options are virtually unlimited with the
scripting flexibility.

New Boundary
New Boundary’s Policy Commander is not

at the same level as the other products we
tested.This product is best suited for small to
midsize companies that run only Windows
servers and desktops.

This product has multiple components — a
channel server (which manages communi-
cation with the clients), a database server, a
Web server, an administrative console, client
agents and a policy editor.

Client agents needed to be installed
locally and could not be distributed
through the administrative console. Also,
unless Active Directory groups have been
imported for system grouping, administra-
tors must manually move new agents into

the appropriate groups. Most of the other
products tested automatically grouped
agents by operating system.

Policies could not be managed directly
from the compliance-administration con-
sole,but had to be exported from the console
to the policy editor for changes.The finished
policy then had to be exported to the con-
sole for use against systems.

New Boundary offers some good policies
out of the box, but all fall into standard regu-
latory and guideline categories.

To define a policy within the policy editor,
the user selects an applicability group,
defines the compliance check and config-
ures enforcement settings.

The product appears to be simple to use,
but that appearance is deceptive. In general,
navigation was confusing at times, especially
the information displayed as we drilled far-
ther down.We could not find an easy way to
show all the out-of-compliant checks for a
given system.

Access control was very limited and
offered virtually no detail. According to
New Boundary, this functionality will be
included in Version 2.0, expected to ship in
late summer.

Reporting, limited to HTML format, shows
overall compliance across all systems and all
policies, reports for specific system groups,
and reports for specific policies.

One great feature of this product was its
ability to provide offline remediation and
enforcement, so that a system can remain in
compliance even if it is disconnected from
the company network.

Another nice feature is its ability to set
smart update rules for dynamic compliance
requirements, such as ensuring clients are
running the latest anti-virus signature file.This
feature allows an administrator to specify a
master system to watch the specified area for

changes and update the compliance rule to
the latest change to ensure all other systems
have the same settings.

Conclusion
Throughout this test process, we noted sev-

eral features missing that we feel should be
included in any enterprise audit and compli-
ance product.

First, version control for policy develop-
ment must be improved across the board.
For most of the products tested, the best
practice is to make a copy of the policy to
be edited and work from the copy. Policy
development should contain a version fea-
ture, so users know what was changed and
by whom, and can revert to a previous poli-
cy or at least view what the policy was three
months ago, if necessary.

Another issue is the accessibility of audit
logs for the compliance system. Most of the
products tested appear to log the informa-
tion,according to company contacts,but few
vendors make the full details accessible
through their administrative consoles. This
functionality is needed frequently by admin-
istrators who implement controls on their
compliance system, because auditors need
to be able to trust the reports it generates.

We were also surprised by the lack of delta
and remediation reports generated by these
products. If a system was out of compliance
and then went into compliance, the products
should tell us that. Most couldn’t tell us what
was changed on the system to make it com-
pliant. This information is very useful; espe-
cially if the issue is an improperly configured
build script used by the operations team.

Andress is president of ArcSec Technologies,
a firm focusing on security assessments,prod-
uct reviews, and analysis. She can be reached
at mandy@arcsec.com.
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NetIQ Business Unit

1233 West Loop South • Suite 1800 • Houston, TX 77027
713.548.1700 • 713.548.1771 fax • 888.323.6768 sales

info@netiq.com • www.netiq.com
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